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Indian, Chinese, and Korean 
International Graduate Students at 
UIUC:  Acculturation and Assimilation
Findings, Implications, and 
Recommendations
 Of the 6 students we interviewed, only 1 woman went to her 
department orientation and found it beneficial in her adjustment 
to UIUC.  All 6 participants said they turned to students from 
their own countries for help.  None utilized popular resources 
provided by UIUC, such as Interlink and Orchard Downs 
programming.
 Our findings suggest the possibility that many Asian 
international graduate students prefer to get help directly from 
students of their own ethnicities rather than from UIUC 
programming.
 Perhaps the UIUC resources for international students are too 
spread out.  For these students, peers from their own country are 
a consolidated source of information and assistance. 
 UIUC might consider creating one central location for 
international students, where they can access information 
pertaining to resources/programming.
 The Counseling Center (Interlink) might consider giving 
international students the option of choosing a mentor from their 
own country.  
MOST FREQUENTLY-MENTIONED 
DIFFICULTIES OF THE 6 STUDENTS WE 
INTERVIEWED
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“I really wish there are some help.  Lab members or my 
professor, but they never did that, help me to get used to the 
culture and the life here...  They just told me how to do research.  
My lab environment is not good..”   - Lucy, Doctoral student in 
Animal Science
“Basically, we [my wife and I] are on our own [in America].”  
- Chung, Doctoral student in Animal Science
“American people, a lot of them, tend to be a little bit fake…  In 
India,… when someone asks „How are you?‟ [they] mean it and  
want to hear an answer.  Here [in America] they have this whole 
„Oh, so, how are you today?‟ and then they‟re not going to sit and 
wait for your reply…  It‟s just what they [Americans ] say.  So, I 
found that a little annoying .”   
- Priya, Masters student  in ECE
“The senior students [from India] were very helpful.  That was 
the only thing that really, really helped and I knew a few people 
here already.  That made my transition very easy.”   
- Kanaiya,  2nd year Masters student  in Aerospace Engineering
“I think almost every school in the U.S. has Korean Association 
so even before I come [to America], I found where is the website, 
then there is like question and answer section…”  
- Park, Masters student in Chemical Engineering
“My family, being together is makes us easy to settle down here.  
And then, church members… helps us to be easy here (in 
Urbana-Champaign)”  - Kim, Post-Doctoral researcher in Genetic 
Science
METHODOLOGY: Interview  
PARTICIPANTS: 2 Chinese, 2 Indian, and 2 South     
Korean International Graduate Students at                
UIUC
CENTRAL QUESTIONS ASKED:
- What were the top 3 difficulties you faced upon moving 
to UIUC? Continue to face?
- Who did you seek out for help when you first came to the 
UIUC campus?
- What resources were offered through the school/your 
academic department?  Which seemed to help you the   
most?  What resources were not so helpful to you?  Why?
- Were there any ethnic student organizations that helped you 
acclimate?  How?
- What do you wish someone (the university or your peers) 
had done differently to help you?  Or were you satisfied  
with the help you received?
CHINA
EVERYDAY DIFFICULTIES
• Language
• Food (Intolerance to American diet; difficulty finding ethnic food)
• Understanding American mannerisms, slang, accents, and jokes
• Homesickness
• Finding and affording health care
• Transportation 
INDIA
KOREA
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